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day, Andrea rushed to the airport. 

Before going to bed, she received a text message from Alistair, saying he would return 
with the famous doctor in seclusion. 

Thus, Andrea was so excited that she had a sleepless night. She got up once it was 
daybreak and headed out of the house in time after dressing herself up prettily. 

Just ten minutes after she arrived at the airport, she saw Alistair, who stood out even 
when he was in the crowd. 

Not only his height but his temperament was also obvious in the crowd. 

Many passengers were staring at him, wondering if he was a celebrity. 

Looking at Alistair approaching her made her heart race as if it was about to leap out of 
her throat. 

“You’re back!” 

Alistair stood before her. Andrea tried hard to suppress the joy in her and greeted 
Alistair. 

That man’s gaze swept across her body as he lifted his eyebrows. “You’re pretty today.” 

Andrea’s face flushed red, and she was so flustered that she did not know what to say. 

“Let me introduce you to the medical expert in seclusion, Old Master Loewe.” 

Alistair was polite as he looked at Old Master Loewe and introduced Andrea to him. 
“Old Master Loewe, this is Andrea Quirke, the descendant of the Quirke family.” 

Alistair had attracted Andrea’s attention. Only when he introduced Old Master Loewe 
did she realize an elder was standing beside Alistair. 

The old man was thin, tall, and only a few inches shorter than Alistair. His face was 
covered with wrinkles, yet his eyes were sharp, exuding a cold and distant 
temperament. 

One could tell this old man had a respectable background from his temperament. 



Moreover, Alistair was polite to him. 

Andrea quickly bowed respectfully as she greeted, “Grandpa Loewe.” 

Calian glanced at Andrea indifferently. “I’ve seen you, the girl from the Quirke family. 
However, I don’t think it’s appropriate for you to call me Grandpa. It’s better to call me 
Old Master Loewe, just like Alistair.” 

Andrea’s smile froze. 

She had addressed Old Master Loewe like that to make their relationship sound closer. 

The Quirke family’s connections were now in Andrius’ hands. That was why she wanted 
to widen her net of connections. 

Unexpectedly, the old man was not buying it. 

Alistair winked at her, indicating for her to listen to Old Master Loewe. 

Andrea could only agree. “Alright, Old Master Loewe.” 

Calian nodded and said in his deep voice, “Alistair, I’m exhausted. Where are you 
allocating me today?” 

Alistair smiled and led the way. The driver of the Murray family was already waiting 
forthem outside. 

Andrea sat in the front passenger’s seat with Old Master Loewe and Alistair behind her. 
They casually chatted as Old Master Loewe asked about the Murray family’s condition. 

Calian was arrogant, yet Alistair showed no sign of irritation. 

It was only because this old man was an expert. 

His title of the ‘North Atacan Medicine King’ was not given to him by himself. Instead, it 
was a title given to him by his peers in the medical world decades ago. 

Moreover, he had almost been recruited as a member of the national secret force just 
because of his talent. 

However, because of an accident 16 years ago, Old Master Loewe lost his motivation to 
work. It was a tragic accident where an explosion during the research took away his 
disciple’s life. 

That explosion happened because of him. Although it was an accident and he did not 
need to be responsible for it, to him, it was something he could never forgive himself of. 



From that year onward, Old Master Loewe retired from the field and even rejected the 
invitation of the government to work for them. 
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Alistair took a chance by inviting Old Master Loewe out of seclusion. 

Back then, Old Master Loewe was also severely injured, and the Murray family saved 
him. They even paid for the medical fee for Old Master Loewe’s disciples. Thus, Old 
Master Loewe owed their family a favor. 

However, last year, Old Master Murray was severely ill and the Murray family asked for 
Old Master Loewe’s favor to cure Old Master Murray. 

Now, the Murray family was square with Old Master Loewe. 

Alistair had only invited Old Master Loewe, but he was not confident that Old Master 
Loewe would agree to get out of his seclusion. 

Fortunately, Old Master Loewe valued the help the Murray family offered years ago. 

When Alistair arrived at Old Master Loewe’s place, he stated his intention. Old Master 
Loewe hesitated a little before agreeing. 

“The Murray family saved many of my disciples. Each life is a favor I owe you, and 
you’re asking me to save a life. So, I decided to get out of seclusion because of the 
Murray family.” 

That was what Old Master Loewe told him. 

He did not even pack his items and left for the airport immediately with Alistair. 

It was unbelievably smooth, and even Alistair could not get himself to believe it. 

“How’s Old Master Quirke?” 

After exchanging pleasantries with Alistair and knowing Old Master Murray was healthy, 
he diverted his topic to Andrea’s family. All he asked was about his old friends. 



Andrea answered respectfully, “My grandfather got ill a while ago. He has just been 
cured. Maybe you can stop by when you are free one day and treat him?” 

She had been trying to curry Old Master Loewe. 

Old Master Loewe did not buy it. He only said, “Since he has been cured of his illness, 
it’s his fortune. I’m only good at therapy, and nothing is better than his grandkids taking 
care of him.” 

As if noticing Andrea’s intention, Old Master Loewe leaned against the backrest with his 
eyes closed. 

Feeling awkward, Andrea remained silent. 

They said nothing all the way. 

After an hour, the car pulled over at a suburban villa. 

Alistair woke up the man beside him. “I know you like quiet places, so I didn’t take you 
to the city. I’ve prepared everything you would need in this villa. Please feel free to use 
them. 

Old Master Loewe said nothing and only nodded. He patted away the dust on his coat 
and got out of the car. 

Andrea followed behind Alistair. 

Being rejected by Old Master Loewe twice embarrassed her. 

She did not know the old man’s ability. All she felt was this old man was being arrogant 
when even her grandfather never did such a thing. 

His arrogance even made her doubt if he was that great. 

She hoped he would not be humiliating himself. 

“Old Master Loewe is a great existence in the medical field. So, it’s normal for people 
like him to be arrogant.” 1 

Alistair was a little displeased to see Andrea unable to hold back her frustration, but he 
still coaxed her. 

Andrea finally plastered a smile when she heard his words. 

They entered the villa, and Alistair arranged breakfast for Old Master Loewe. Then, they 
discussed business after taking a rest. 



Alistair politely asked Old Master Loewe’s suggestion. 

Old Master Loewe nodded. 

He had come out of seclusion to cure someone. As for who introduced him, it was not 
important to him. 

Looking at him nodding, Alistair advised Andrea about something and told her to inform 
the Quirke family when she returned. 
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returned home. 

Andrius was listening to his assistant reporting to him about the matter. 

When the Quirke family sent out the invitation card, some famous hidden doctors had 
no time and some refused directly. 

In short, not a single one was invited. 

Andrius could indeed understand that those who remained in seclusion had their plans. 
They were also old and unavoidably stubborn. 

Moreover, the Quirke family was not even an acquaintance to them. They were only 
trying their luck with Old Master Quirke’s name. 

If it was a normal time, Andrius would not have cared about it. 

However, this was when his best friend needed him as his best friend’s wife was in a 
life-endangering situation. 

“Get me a plane ticket and I’ll meet them myself!” 

Andrius got up anxiously. 

The assistant did not dare to say anything and could only follow quickly. 

Andrea happened to step in when they were at the villa’s door. 

“Andrius, where are you going? I found someone who can save Rosalie’s life.” 



Andrea did not look excited. Instead, there was a smug expression on her face. 

She could see that Andrius did not manage to get anyone’s help from his expression. 

This time, she won! 

Andrius did not care about this. He anxiously grabbed her arm and dragged her into the 
living room. Then, he asked her eagerly, “Who did you ask help from?” 

Andrea stated the lies she had prepared, “I asked that man and he gave me the contact 
details of the North Atacan Medicine King, Calian Loewe.” 

Hearing the name, Andrius was taken aback. “Calian Loewe? How did you convince 
him to come out of seclusion?” 

Andrea’s eyes flashed with a fleeting look of guilt, but she soon calmed down. 

“I said I was a member of Quirke’s family and told him that the patient was Professor 
Luke’s apprentice. Perhaps out of consideration for Grandpa and Professor Luke, Old 
Master Loewe promised to leave the mountain, but he requested a reward of ten million 
bucks. Byron won’t care about such a small amount of money, right? So, I agreed.” 

If one thought about it carefully, one would notice Andrea’s story was full of loopholes. 

However, Andrius did not care so much. He just tried to confirm. “Are you sure that 
person is Calian Loewe? Where is he? When will he arrive?” 

Andrea seemed displeased with those questions. “He’s arrived. I arranged for him to 
rest in a secluded place. I can’t do anything about it if you refuse to believe me.” 

Andrius hesitated, but he still chose to trust his sister. 

He told Andrea, “I’ll contact Byron now while you go and pick up Old Master Loewe. 
We’ll head to the hospital after he arrives.” 

Andrea reluctantly agreed. After leaving the house, she called Alistair, asking him to 
drive Old Master Loewe to the city. She would pick him up from there to save some 
time. 

Meanwhile, Andrius called Byron immediately and told him the good news. 

Andrea might not know about Old Master Loewe’s background, but Andrius was familiar 
with it. 

If only one person in the world besides Xander could rescue Rosalie, it would be Calian! 



When Byron heard Andrea got a famous doctor and that the doctor was Calian Loewe, 
he was overjoyed. 

“Let alone ten million, I’d pay him even if he wanted ten times more.” 

The legendary North Atacan Medicine King perhaps was the last bit of hope Rosalie 
and he had! 

Andrius also did not forget to speak up for his sister by using this opportunity. “It was all 
thanks to Andrea this time.” 

Byron said, “I’ll reward her generously if the person she brings cures Rosalie.” 

Andrius nodded. After hanging up the call, Andrius only felt it was good enough that 
Byron could forgive Andrea for what she had done in the past. He dared not think about 
the rewards. 
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Andrea had arranged a place for Old Master Loewe to stay, but she fetched him to their 
house in an hour. 

Andrius greeted Old Master Loewe respectfully, “Mr. Loewe.” 

Old Master Loewe observed the siblings, and his attitude was better toward Andrius. 
“Where is your grandfather?” 

Andrea hesitated when he said, “My grandfather isn’t in good health. He’s been staying 
away from the city to recuperate. If you wish to meet him, I’ll send you to his place for a 
visit after you cure my friend.” 

As if afraid Old Master Loewe would misunderstand, he explained, “My friend’s situation 
is quite serious and can’t be delayed. I’m sorry for making you come here after your 
flight.” 

Calian was satisfied with his attitude. He nodded and said, “It doesn’t matter. Saving 
lives is more important. Where is the patient?” 

Andrius said, “She’s in the hospital. I’ll drive you there now!” 

Then, he strode ahead to lead the way. 



Andrea intentionally followed behind slowly and walked with Old Master Loewe to show 
her acquaintanceship with him. 

After getting into the car, Andrius drove fast and steady to their destination. 

After a while, the car slowly stopped at the hospital gate. 

Byron was already waiting in the lobby. 

After listening to Andrius’ introduction of that doctor, Byron knew those experts in 
seclusion had pride. The more polite and humble he was before Calian, the better his 
attitude would be. 

Only with that would the doctor try his best to cure Rosalie. 

“Byron, I’ve brought you the North Atacan Medicine King, Old Master Loewe.” 

Andrius saw him waiting downstairs and was surprised. However, he soon realized why 
and introduced them. “Old Master Loewe, this man is the president of Lawrence 
Corporation and the head of the Lawrence family, Byron Lawrence.” 

Byron bowed lightly and stretched out his hand to shake hands with Old Master Loewe. 
‘Thank you, Sir. I’ve asked all the famous doctors worldwide, but they can’t do anything. 
I hope you can help us out.” 

Calian nodded but did not shake Byron’s hand. “I don’t care about these formalities. 
Take me to the patient.” 

Byron did not mind either and retracted his hand back. Then, he led Old Master Loewe 
and the others upstairs. 

Looking at his grace, Old Master Loewe’s eyes flashed with admiration. 

When they were on the top floor and the experts saw them, they looked surprised. 

They were also seniors in their 40s and 50s in the field with some experience. 

16 years ago, the fame of North Atacan Medicine King was thundering. Thus, they had 
naturally heard of him and even seen him on the news. 

They were young when they learned he had disappeared and even felt pity. 

Never did they expect they would see him in person now! 

With the arrival of a legendary figure, the corridor was filled with solemnity. 



Old Master Loewe turned a blind eye to it and followed Byron into the ward. 

Looking at Rosalie’s facial complexion, he asked, “What’s going on now? What have 
you learned about her illness?” 

Byron was not familiar with this field and glanced at Mary. 

Mary took out the medical reports yesterday and reported Rosalie’s condition to Old 
Master Loewe in detail. 

Byron added from beside. “I’ve asked the person who poisoned her. He said he used 
the four strangest poisons. Then, he made them into incense and let Rosie take them in 
gradually until it reached the needed dose.” 

Old Master Loewe squinted his eyes and flipped through the medical report. 

He showed doubt when Byron told him about the poisons. “Are you sure he poisoned 
her using incense?” 

Byron nodded his head firmly in response. “He won’t dare to deceive me at times like 
this.” 
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answer, Calian frowned and shook his head. 

Everyone was puzzled upon seeing this. They did not know what Old Master Loewe 
meant, yet no one dared to ask. 

It was a long time before Calian spoke again. 

“Four strangest poisons. The four ancient strangest poisons written in an ancient book 
are red powder, intestine gutting grass, a-day poison, and smiling dew. Those aren’t 
real and can’t even be found now.” 

What he meant was Xander was still fooling Byron. 

Byron’s gaze turned cold, and his murderous intent toward Xander grew. 

Xander even deceived him in a situation like that! 



If someone took it seriously and tried curing Rosalie with that concept, she might be 
dead by now. 

Suppressing his anger, he asked humbly, “What do you think Rosie’s illness is, then, 
Old Master Loewe?” 

Calian looked at Rosalie’s facial complexion again and pondered before saying, “All of 
you go out. I want to examine her for a while, alone.” 

Everyone, of course, was afraid to reject. 

Despite worries about Rosalie, each one of them left the ward. 

Even Byron only stood at the door, looking in through the window. 

He knew Calian was serious about helping Rosalie. However, he could not bear to let 
Rosalie leave his sight for even a second with her situation like this. 

“Byron, Old Master Loewe is an expert who can cure Rosalie!” 

Andrius whispered, trying to appease Byron. 

Even Mary nodded in agreement. 

She was the most worried person about Rosalie after Byron. 

However, as a person in the pharmaceutical industry, she had heard of the reputation of 
North Atacan Medicine King. 

Thus, Mary had her hopes high in curing Rosalie when she saw Old Master Loewe 
examining her in person. 

With them assuring him, Byron nodded, yet his sight never left Rosalie’s body. 

In the ward, Old Master Loewe had a serious expression as he placed his fingers on 
Rosalie’s wrist to take her pulse. 

When he was done, he opened Rosalie’s eyelids and pried open her lips. 

Through the window, Byron could only see that Old Master Loewe seemed to be 
muttering something but could not hear it. 

A moment later, Calian lifted his eyebrow and strode toward the door. 

Byron leaned slightly aside to make way for him. 



“Call the doctors who treated her yesterday over!” 

Calian shouted at Byron, and he sounded stern. 

Standing not far away, the group of experts heard this and looked at each other. 

However, they quickly approached, thinking Old Master Loewe might be able to guide 
them. 

“What did you find in your final examination before this on the patient?” 

Calian asked the group of respectful experts ruthlessly. 

The crowd looked like students at school who could not answer the questions. They 
hung their heads, and their faces blushed in embarrassment. 

“The medical skills of young doctors these days are hopeless!” 

No one dared to speak out against him, even when he was reprimanding them in a 
humiliating manner. 

Old Master Loewe’s face looked cold when he said, “Don’t you see? She has been 
poisoned!” 

Although Byron had already told them the conclusion, they knew Old Master Loewe had 
diagnosed the cause of the coma. 

On the other hand, they were clueless, unable to detect the symptoms of poisoning. 

“The patient’s blood vessels are hardening due to the effects of the drug. If this 
continues, it will likely cause blood to break through the hardened vessels and cause 
bleeding all over the body. If the symptom goes that far, the patient’s life is at risk!” 

Old Master Loewe looked at the crowd unfazed. 
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